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SERCO of Texas Responses to Questions  

for the RFP for PEO Services due on September 4, 2020. 

Issued 8-26-2020   

 

Questions in black with SERCO responses in red color font. 

 

1. Do you want only Texas PEO to propose?  We will accept proposals from any 

qualified and licensed PEO who meet the RFP guidelines and deadlines. 

2. Are you just looking for the just the Administrative Fees for the PEO services on 
the Sept 4th deadline? 
 

We are seeking a detailed breakdown of all associated fees that are charged by the PEO.  

This is an example breakdown, but not limited only to these specific fee details: 

FICA, FUTA, SUTA, Workers Comp, EPLI, technology fees, delivery fees, report 

development fees, administrative fees, a la carte fees not included in the PEO package 

of services, post client fees for report access, staff training, add on software tools, specific 

coding costs for client preparation and on-boarding and off-boarding, and any other fee 

that we will need to consider for best comparison to other options.   

 

3. Will a copy of this power point be distributed?  Yes.  Please find on the website at 

www.sercooftexas.com  

4. Do you want to use the PEO’s WC Program?  We will consider other Workers 

Compensation Insurance Plans from independent or PEOs directly. 

5. What will the workers comp participants’ codes be? 

Code Description Payroll average  

(12/1/2019-5/31/2020) 
8810 Clerical Office EE NOC $1,899,619 

8292 Warehousing & Drivers $10,946 

8742 Salespersons Outside $27,575 

8868 Day Care Centers – Professional EE $11,938 

   

 Total Estimated for 6 months $1,950,078 

 from WC payroll reports  

 

http://www.sercooftexas.com/
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6. Will you want the worker's comp to stay with TMI?  We are open to options offering 

best value and benefit to SERCO. 

 

7. Will you be able to provide Loss Runs?  Yes, Loss Runs for three years will be 

provided via email.  Please submit an email to mugues@sercohq.com.  

 

8.  Can you provide Loss Runs, Ex Mod and an Acord with the WC Code/ #ee's and 

location breakdown?    Please see response to question 7.  The current EMR is 1.12 

and the anticipated renewal in December will be 1.27.  The breakdown of payroll and WC 

codes is addressed in response to question #5.  The staff numbers per location are as 

follows: 

Laredo – 60; San Antonio – 15; and Bryan/College Station - 15 

 

9.  Could I please get copies of the Attachments in Word format?  Yes.  It will be 

added to the SERCO website at www.sercooftexas.com  

 

9.  Payroll register broken down by worker’s comp codes?  Please see response to 

question #5. 

 

10.  Is your organization looking at the PEO as if they’re a government sub-
contractor?  No, we are not looking at the PEO as a government contractor, but if there 
are responsibilities of the PEO depending on their own licensing requirements, the PEO 
will have to determine what appropriate requirements it must adhere to.  SERCO’s clients 
do receive federal and state workforce funds, so the PEO, as the Employer of Record will 
need to advise on its responsibilities. 

 

11.  Under 1.9 Statement of Work (27) - Can you expand on, “Addressing and 
consulting on COVID-19 employment regulations?”   Yes.  Given the recent legislative 
regulations addressing COVID-19, SERCO is seeking from its selected PEO proper and 
current guidance on how to best address new laws and regulations expected from 
employers and employees.  Since these new regulations are still relatively new and still 
being interpreted, we would expect from the PEO to have qualified guidance and counsel 
on the impacts to SERCO. 

mailto:mugues@sercohq.com
http://www.sercooftexas.com/
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12.  Under 1.9 Statement of Work (28) - Can you expand on, “Assisting with telework 
policies for employer and employee management processes?”   Yes, SERCO would 
like to receive best practices and guidance on how best to support teleworking and remote 
working by the employees through policy and procedure recommendations. 

13.  Under 1.9 Statement of Work - Can you expand on, “General Ledger integration 
with payroll systems using MIP accounting software?”   Yes, SERCO uses MIP as 
its accounting software.  We would expect the PEO to be able to download/upload from 
its payroll systems directly into our MIP software in order to ensure a seamless transition 
of payroll and job costing reporting needs.  As bi-weekly payrolls are completed, the 
transaction of the data from the PEO to SERCO would happen soon after to allow 
SERCO’s accounting and billing software to update its general ledger. 

14. Does SERCO typically receive a dividend from Texas Mutual Insurance? Yes. 

 

15.  Can you provide the dividend amount by year for the last 3-4 years? The 

average annual amount in the last three years is approximately $6,500. 

 

16.  Do you expect to receive a dividend for the current policy period?  If so, how 
much?  Information not available for response. 

17.  Does SERCO require each respondent to have an active Professional Employer 

Organization (PEO) license as required by the Texas Department of Licensing and 

Regulation?   We expect and require the PEO to adhere to all federal and state licensing 

requirements to conduct business as a qualified PEO at the time of proposal review and 

upon any contract signed.   

18.  What are the top priorities/results desired of going out to bid for your PEO 

services?  More services, lower cost, better experience, etc.?    SERCO seeks to 

always be and remain competitive on behalf of our clients, customers, and employees.  

We are seeking the best value and best suite of services that will help meet the mission 

and vision of SERCO.   

19. What is the FEIN for Serco of TX? 38-2891233 (SERCO, Inc.) 

 

20.  When did SERCO of Texas begin utilizing a PEO? How many times has SERCO 

the PEO out to bid in that time frame?   SERCO entered into its PEO arrangement in 

October 2016.  The current RFP out for public notice is the second time it has sought 

proposals.    
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21.  Can I get a copy of your current Dec Page or Schedule of Operations?    

Yes, the Dec Page can be provided via email.  Please send an email to 

mugues@sercohq.com  

 

22.  What is the Direct Deposit to paycheck ratio for all of the staff; FTE, PTE 

and temp?   All employees are expected to be paid by either direct deposit or pay 

card.  Paper checks are fine for the 1st issued and last issued paycheck for employee 

review and confirmation purposes.  

 

23.  What was your turn over for the most recent contract year?    

For SERCO full time employees, the turnover rate averages less than 10%.   For the 

participant employees, their work program assignments last an average of up to 12 

weeks. 

24. Would you consider making the winning PEO your Broker of Record for 

benefits, to allow for better benefit administration?    

We currently use an independent agent.  We would seek to maintain that relationship, 

if at all possible. 

25.  While benefits are not part of this RFP - Is your current medical plan a master 

plan through G&A?  If not, is G&A providing any benefit administration – 

eligibility, enrollment, billing, FSA, bill recon, etc.    

The medical plan is independent to SERCO and not part of a master plan.  Yes, our 

current PEO provides benefit administration, and all the above mentioned services. 

 

26.  The RFP mentions an annualized payroll of $4m, can I get that broken down 

by WC code and number of employees in each code?     

Please see response to question #5. 

 

27.  Do you anticipate any changes to headcount in 2021? 

Currently, there are no indications of anticipated changes to headcount.  As a 

contractor for federal and state workforce programs, our staffing levels are reflective 

of available and awarded funding. 

mailto:mugues@sercohq.com
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28.  How many pre-hire and random drug tests were performed in the most 

recent contract year?  Information not available for response.  It is SERCO’s 

expectation that all pre-hires are subject to a drug test as well as a background check. 

 

29.  The RFP mentions “may include other states near Texas as the business 

need arises”, what states would those be?  And are there expansion plans for 

2021? 

Yes, SERCO of Texas seeks to expand into other markets outside of Texas.  For 

example, states surrounding Texas, Florida, Arizona.   

 

30.  Fringe benefits is mentioned several times in the RFP.   

What fringe benefits do you specifically mean?  The terminology of fringe 

benefits includes the federal and state tax requirements, WC, health benefits, 

401k, and other employee supporting costs or investments. 

Is the winner expected to offer these benefits?  The PEO selected will be 

required to be responsible and process the employer of record payroll 

administration payments. As previous mentioned, the health benefits are 

currently outside of the PEO proposal request. 

In addition to the answer above, are there any other fringe benefits 

SERCO would like to be able to offer the employees?  Please provide in 

your proposals any employee benefits that your organization can offer within a 

cost effective proposal offering. 

 
31.  On page three (3) of the deck from today, it says “Additional innovative 
ideas or services to elevate SERCO’s business model”.  Are you looking for 
ideas/services that improve your employee’s experience?  Or are you looking 
for ideas/services that improve the client experience?    Yes, SERCO seeks both 
new and innovative ideas and services that will improve our employees and our client 
experiences, for the benefit of the customers we serve.     
 

 

32.  On page twelve (12), the RFP mentions an evaluation process are the 

evaluators independent or internal?   The evaluation process may consist of either 

independent or internal. 
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33.  Why does SERCO keep its own WC policy?  Are there components of your 

model that make it more beneficial to keep your own policy?  And if so, what are 

they?  SERCO maintains its own policy for business interest purposes.  We are open to 

consider the advantages of other options. 

 

34.  Under the current timeline, there will be fifteen (15) business days from the 

award date to the effective date on October 1st.  Are there any circumstances where 

that date would be pushed back?  The expected effective date for the agreement to be 

in effect is October 1, 2020.   Should there be unforeseen circumstances that cause a 

material change to the timeline, we will consider available options. 

 

35.  What would be the most ideal transition plan for SERCO?  The ideal transition 

plan is well thought out in specific steps and timelines to ensure all aspects of the 

transition are experienced in a positive and effective manner.  Our employees and clients 

should have a positive experience and seamless in transition with additional benefits to 

consider in the process.   

 

36.  Is your current BCBS medical plan on G&A’s master plan?  If so, will you be 
able to keep medical if you select a different PEO vendor?     Please see response 
to question #25. 
 
 
37.  Do we need to sign all requested documents or will typed signatures or e-
signatures suffice? Authorized signatures in blue ink are requested please. 
 
 
End of questions and responses.   Thank you. 


